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Abstract: Celiac disease (CD) is included in the group of complex or multifactorial diseases, i.e., those
caused by the interaction of genetic and environmental factors. Despite a growing understanding
of the pathophysiological mechanisms of the disease, diagnosis is still often delayed and there
are no effective biomarkers for early diagnosis. The only current treatment, a gluten-free diet
(GFD), can alleviate symptoms and restore intestinal villi, but its cellular effects remain poorly
understood. To gain a comprehensive understanding of CD’s progression, it is crucial to advance
knowledge across various scientific disciplines and explore what transpires after disease onset.
Metabolomics studies hold particular significance in unravelling the complexities of multifactorial and
multisystemic disorders, where environmental factors play a significant role in disease manifestation
and progression. By analyzing metabolites, we can gain insights into the reasons behind CD’s
occurrence, as well as better comprehend the impact of treatment initiation on patients. In this review,
we present a collection of articles that showcase the latest breakthroughs in the field of metabolomics
in pediatric CD, with the aim of trying to identify CD biomarkers for both early diagnosis and
treatment monitoring. These advancements shed light on the potential of metabolomic analysis in
enhancing our understanding of the disease and improving diagnostic and therapeutic strategies.
More studies need to be designed to cover metabolic profiles in subjects at risk of developing the
disease, as well as those analyzing biomarkers for follow-up treatment with a GFD.

Keywords: celiac disease; gluten-free diet; metabolomics; children; immune; intestinal

1. Introduction

Celiac disease (CD) is included in the group of complex or multifactorial diseases, i.e.,
those caused by the interaction of genetic and environmental factors [1]. It is a chronic
disease whose severity and digestive and/or systemic symptoms show great variability
among patients. However, the common characteristic to all of them is an exacerbated
immune response to gluten and related proteins, so this systemic disorder is considered
an immune-mediated disease. In fact, patients are characterized by the presence of high
titers of specific antibodies and the vast majority are carriers of the DQ2 and/or DQ8
haplotypes of the major histocompatibility complex (Human Leukocyte Antigen, HLA
class II), responsible for antigen presentation by the immune system [2–4]. In addition
to gluten intake and the presence of risk alleles in HLA, the occurrence of intestinal and
extra-intestinal symptoms in CD requires the activation of both types of immune response,
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innate and adaptive, and this overactivation of the immune system is observed at the
intestinal level as well as at the peripheral and systemic levels [4].

The main gap in the knowledge of the pathogenesis of CD is an explanation of why
25–35% of the world’s healthy population has these haplotypes, but only about 1–3% will
develop CD [5,6]. It is possible that other environmental and genetic factors influence
an individual’s ability to induce and control the innate response and an individual’s
susceptibility to gluten.

Even though CD is actually one of the most frequent genetic diseases, affecting 1–3%
of the world’s population, and to a greater extent women and children [7], it is clearly
underestimated and underdiagnosed. Despite advances in knowledge and the development
of serological tests, CD continues to be difficult and costly to diagnose, largely due to the
systemic nature of CD, the lack of specificity of its clinical manifestations and the existence
of silent or latent forms [8,9]. The problem is that untreated celiacs or those whose diagnosis
has been delayed, despite having no symptoms, may have an exacerbated and chronic
activation of the immune system, which is uncontrolled for a longer time, leading to a
worse prognosis, an accentuation of symptoms and the appearance of other autoimmune
diseases such as type 1 diabetes or gluten-dependent hepatitis, which are frequent in CD
patients [10,11]. Also, they may be affected by a variety of adverse consequences, some
serious such as the development of malignant tumors [12]. Therefore, at the present time,
the main challenge, like for other genetic-based diseases (such as some types of cancer
and diabetes, among others), is to study in genetically predisposed individuals, on the one
hand, which factors are involved in the development or not of CD and, on the other, to
find biomarkers for its early diagnosis and follow-up. The idea is to avoid the side effects
when the disease has already made its debut and even prevent its appearance, something
relevant since it is currently incurable.

The only current treatment for CD is a lifelong strict gluten-free diet (GFD) that
achieves a remission of symptoms within a few days or weeks and a restoration of intesti-
nal villi and immune homeostasis within a few months. We ourselves have found that, after
18 months of a strict GFD follow-up, the celiac has most of the parameters equivalent to
those of a healthy child [13–15]. This is an important finding, but, even so, the usual delay
in diagnosis (because of its difficulty), in combination with the time it takes to stabilize
the disease, is too long, and in this period they may develop complications that will result
in sequelae that range from minor (e.g., permanent short stature, dental enamel failure
and psychiatric problems) to serious, such as tumors, in the long term. The fact is that the
GFD seems to play an important role in the pathogenesis of tumor development, since
some studies have described a greater development of tumors the later the diagnosis is
made and in patients who have not followed the GFD [16]. Thus, untreated CD is associ-
ated above all with T-cell lymphoma (EATL) [12] and small bowel adenocarcinoma [17],
although a higher incidence of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and colorectal cancer has also
been described [18,19].

As CD is a systemic and complex disease, it is necessary to look at it from different
perspectives. Personalized or precision medicine refers to the application of biotechnology,
genetic profiling, “omics” sciences and the incorporation of clinical and environmental
factors to evaluate individual risks and design strategies for the prevention, diagnosis,
treatment or follow-up of the disease at the right time and in the right patient, with the
minimum toxicity and maximum possible efficacy. One of the sciences that has been
booming in recent years is metabolomics, which deals with the study of chemical processes
in which small molecules, called metabolites, which can be both endogenous and xenobiotic,
are measured. These molecules give information about a metabolic process that has taken
place in the organism, and metabolomics can be considered, from this perspective, as an
approach to cellular metabolism that other “omics” sciences cannot provide [20,21]. In this
sense, metabolomics is presented as a fast and non-invasive tool that could represent a step
forward in the knowledge of many diseases through the study of the metabolic profile by
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obtaining what are known as “metabolomic fingerprints or signatures” resulting from the
interaction of the genome, epigenome, transcriptome, proteome and the environment.

Metabolomics studies are especially relevant in those multifactorial and multisys-
temic pathological situations where the environmental factor plays a relevant role in the
appearance and development of the disease. Technologies such as metabolomics could
define the alterations that occur in the genetically predisposed individual, as well as after
certain changes, such as the GFD, helping to better understand these complex interactions,
and thus may be useful for the diagnosis and monitoring of CD [22]. In this review, we
cover several articles highlighting the latest advancements in the field of metabolomics in
pediatric CD. Specifically, we explore studies that examine plasma and urine samples, with
a special focus on the role of the GFD.

The main objective of this work was to compile the results of recent studies on the
metabolomic profile of pediatric celiac patients, both at diagnosis and throughout the
establishment of the GFD and the evolution of the disease, as well as its comparison with
healthy children with/without genetic risk of CD. The ultimate objective was to establish
the foundations of current knowledge on the subject, enabling the development of future
research, ideally with the creation of new biomarkers. These biomarkers would facilitate
an optimized management of the disease beyond the GFD.

2. Materials and Methods

We obtained published studies related to the topic in MEDLINE or PubMed, Scopus,
Embase and Web of Science. The narrative review was conducted in March and April
2023. Search terms used were “metabolomics”, “metabolome”, “celiac/coeliac disease”,
“metabolites” “biomarkers”, “gluten free diet”. Filters applied were child: birth–18 years;
infant: birth–23 months; infant: 1–23 months; newborn: birth–1 month; preschool child:
2–5 years; child: 6–12 years; adolescent: 13–18 years. Articles published in English or
Spanish were selected for critical synthesis. We included studies carried out on blood
(plasma/serum) and urine. The search was completed with a review of bibliographic
references. Exclusion criteria included articles that lacked a comprehensive description of
the study in their full texts, studies published in non-peer-reviewed journals, meta-analyses,
reviews, protocols, editorials and letters to the editor and studies conducted on animal
models.

3. Metabolomics Platforms

Clinical metabolomics is a rising field of clinical research that takes advantage of the
great technological advances that have been developed in recent years. This relatively
new discipline involves the systematic analysis of metabolites (small molecules involved
in metabolic pathways) in biological samples such as blood, urine and tissues to identify
and measure the unique metabolic profile of an individual [23–25]. This profile can pro-
vide valuable information about an individual’s health status, including disease diagnosis,
prognosis and treatment response [26–28]. Clinical metabolomics integrates various analyt-
ical techniques, such as mass spectrometry (MS) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy, to detect and quantify metabolites in biological samples [29–31]. The data
obtained from metabolomic analysis can be used to develop personalized and precision
medicine strategies, by identifying biomarkers and metabolic pathways associated with
specific diseases or conditions [32].

Clinical metabolomics is of great importance in medical and biomedical research
because it allows the identification of metabolic biomarkers that can be used for the early
detection, diagnosis and monitoring of diseases [30]. By analyzing changes in metabolic
profiles, clues can be obtained about the pathogenesis of diseases and the underlying
molecular mechanisms [31,33–39]. Using this technique allows the scientific and clinical
community to follow and evaluate a wide variety of physiological conditions, such as the
physiological changes that occur during pregnancy or aging [40–43] as well as for the diag-
nosis and monitoring of different diseases such as diabetes, cancer or neurodegenerative
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diseases [44–50]. In addition, clinical metabolomics can also help to develop new drugs
and improve the efficacy and safety of existing treatments by providing information on
how patients metabolize and respond to drugs [51–54]. It has the potential to improve
diagnostic accuracy, treatment efficacy and understanding of the biological mechanisms
underlying diseases [55].

The two most common techniques used in data acquisition for metabolomics analyses
are NMR and MS [55]. Table 1 shows some of the key differences between the two tech-
niques [47,56–60]. The principle of NMR spectroscopy is based on the interaction between
the magnetic moments of atomic nuclei and an external magnetic field [61,62]. When a
sample is placed in a magnetic field and irradiated with radiofrequency energy, the nuclei
absorb and re-emit energy at characteristic frequencies, which is used to obtain information
about the chemical environment and structure of the molecules. In the case of clinical
metabolomics, NMR spectroscopy is used to analyze biological samples containing a com-
plex mixture of metabolites [29]. The sample is prepared by extracting the metabolites and
dissolving them in a deuterated solvent to prevent interference from the solvent itself. The
sample is then placed in an NMR spectrometer, where it is subjected to a strong magnetic
field and radiofrequency energy [63].

Table 1. Key differences between clinical metabolomics platforms.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) Mass Spectrometry (MS)

Sensitivity Low High
Dynamic range Moderate High
Reproducibility Very high Moderate

Detectable metabolites 30–100 300–5000 or more
Metabolite identification Well categorized Labor intensive

Targeted analysis Not optimal Better than NMR
Sample destructive Non-destructive Destructive to sample
Sample preparation Minimal More complex than NMR

Tissue extraction Not required Required
Sample analysis time Fast (<10 min) Longer than NMR (>10 min)

Instrument cost High Cheaper than NMR
Sample cost Low High

Adapted from different authors [56–60].

MS is the other main technique used in clinical metabolomics to detect and quantify
metabolites in biological samples such as blood, urine and tissues [64]. The principle
of MS is based on the ionization of molecules and the separation of ions based on their
mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) in a mass analyzer [65]. The sample is first ionized, usually
by using an ionization source such as electrospray ionization (ESI), atmospheric pressure
chemical ionization (APCI) or matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization [66–70] (MALDI).
The ions are then separated and detected by the mass analyzer, which produces a mass
spectrum showing the abundance of ions at different m/z values. The sample is prepared by
extracting the metabolites and separating them from other compounds that may interfere
with the analysis. The extracted metabolites are then subjected to ionization and analyzed
by MS. It can detect and quantify a wide range of metabolites with high sensitivity and
specificity, making it a powerful tool for clinical metabolomics research [60]. In addition,
MS can be coupled with chromatography techniques such as liquid chromatography (LC) or
gas chromatography (GC), which allows for further separation and analysis of metabolites.
This approach, known as LC-MS or GC-MS [71–73], is a common method used in clinical
metabolomics to analyze complex samples [74]. The pitfalls of the technique are that sample
processing is more complex and that costs per sample are higher than in NMR. However,
MS is the technique that is used the most in clinical metabolomics research due to its ability
to detect and quantify a wide range of metabolites with high sensitivity and specificity [58].
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Both techniques, apart from using different detectors, also need appropriate sample
processing according to the technique that will be used, as well as different data processing
and analysis in each case [75]. Sample preparation is key in these analyses [60,76,77], as
well as the selected approach for the experimental design, i.e., whether the metabolomic
analysis is directed or not [29]. When we want to gain a global idea of the metabolic profile
of a particular sample to open new questions or to see general changes, an untargeted
analysis is used [43,78,79]. If we want to analyze only a more specific set of metabolites,
which are usually related either by structure or by belonging to the same metabolic pathway,
we use a targeted analysis [80,81]. In both cases, sample preparation and data analysis
follow a slightly different workflow [82]. Figure 1 shows some of the key steps in clinical
metabolomics approaches.
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The clinical applications of metabolomics are many and diverse. Among them are
the identification of biomarkers of diseases, the development of new therapies [28,83–85],
the personalization of medical treatments [52,54], the early detection of diseases or the
monitoring of the progression of diseases and response to treatment [86–89]. All of them
have great value for the scientific and health community, as well as for all of society. In
recent years, different technologies and methodologies for metabolomics have been devel-
oped and improved, which can help overcome some of the current challenges and enable
significant advances in medical and biomedical research. Some of the new technologies
and methodologies under development include ion mobility, metabolic flux analysis or
separation-free MS techniques for direct infusion acquisition or metabolic imaging [90–101].
Although there are challenges in the implementation of clinical metabolomics, such as
metabolite identification, the standardization of analysis techniques and the interpretation
of complex data, new technologies and methodologies are constantly developing and can
help overcome these barriers [29]. It is necessary to foster interdisciplinary collaboration to
advance the field of clinical metabolomics, since the combination of knowledge and skills
from different disciplines, such as biochemistry, bioinformatics, medicine and engineering,
can lead to significant advances in the understanding of physiology and disease and in the
development of personalized treatments.
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4. Plasma Metabolomic Profile
4.1. CD’s Inherent Footprint and Role of the GFD

Several molecules have been proposed as potential CD biomarkers. In this regard,
Auricchio et al., 2019 [102] found that the serum phospholipid profile is different in children
who develop CD compared to healthy children with similar genetic profiles (specific celiac
human HLA DQ2 or DQ8), even before the introduction of gluten to the diet at 4 months of
age. They followed a cohort of children from families with a CD case from birth to 8 years
of age, with sampling at 4 and 12 months of age (and at CD diagnosis in cases >24 months
of age), finding in lipidomic analysis based on LC coupled with MS and multiple reaction
monitoring (MRM) that the lipid profile is fairly constant in each individual, in both groups,
suggesting that it could be constitutive. In the age-grouped analysis, they found that chil-
dren who developed CD had increased lyso- and phosphatidylcholine (PC) serum levels
(PC 40:4 showed the greatest difference between the two groups), as well as alkylacylphos-
phatidylcholine (PC-O). Specifically, two alkylacylphosphatidylcholipids (PC O-42:0 and
PC O-38:3), together with breastfeeding and one phosphatidylcholine (PC 34:1), were de-
fined as predictors of CD development. They found that phosphatidylethanolamines (PE)
PE 34:1 and PE 36:1 were decreased in celiac patients.

The working group of Sen et al., 2019 [103] also applied lipidomics in the study of a
cohort of Finnish children in the context of the Type 1 Diabetes Prediction and Prevention
study. Based on MS and comparing plasma samples from children who developed CD
with plasma samples from healthy controls, matched for HLA risk, sex and age, they found
that CD progressors (children who developed CD) had increased triacylgycerols (TGs) of
low carbon number, double-bond count plasma levels and decreased phosphatidylcholines
and cholesterol esters levels at 3 months of age compared to controls. These differences
were not apparent at birth (cord blood) and exacerbated with age. It is proposed that
the increase in TGs of low carbon number and double-bond count is due to de novo
lipogenesis compensating for lipid malabsorption, which would occur at a very young age;
this increase in TGs has been linked in adults to increased liver fat in non-alcoholic fatty
liver disease [104]. In addition, they found decreased total essential TG levels in the plasma
of the CD progressors after gluten intake, reversing this trend, but not significantly, after
the onset of GFD, and there was an inverse relationship with the tissue transglutaminase
IgA titer (tTGA). There was also an increase in cholesterol levels after the start of GFD in the
CD progressors. On the other hand, the endogenous TGs plasma levels were decreased in
CD progressors independently of gluten intake. PCs were elevated in both CD progressors
and controls after the start of gluten intake. A difference in sphingomyelin plasma levels
was observed in CD progressors at a later age, after the introduction of GFD.

These findings suggest that a dysregulation in lipid metabolism may be associated
with the development of CD, and that it occurs in the first months of life, even before
the introduction of gluten to the diet. This could help predict the development of CD in
infants at genetic risk, even years before the appearance of specific antibodies or clinical
symptoms/signs.

However, a previous study (2016) based on the PreventCD project suggested that the
metabolic profile at 4 months (before the introduction of gluten to the diet) did not predict
the development of CD, but that metabolic pathways are affected later in life [105]. In this
study, which studied serum samples from infants at genetic risk for CD who developed CD
compared to those who did not develop the disease at 8 years of age, a trend of decreased
phospholipids levels was found in children who subsequently developed CD, although
not significantly, with a greater decrease in the subsample of children exclusively breastfed
until 4 months of age. They conclude that metabolomic studies should focus on children
who have already had gluten introduced to their diet. However, this study focused the
analysis on phospholipids and acylcarnitines, and TGs and cholesterol esters were not
measured.

Following the lipidomics approach, in a pilot study conducted by ourselves [106],
plasma lipid profile was affected in celiac patients, despite GFD treatment. Using an
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LC-MS/MS platform, there plasma from 17 celiac children under a GFD treatment and
17 healthy controls (siblings) was analyzed. Among the significant molecules, it was
found that 64% were increased and 36% decreased in CD patients. Two carboxylic acids
and derivatives were increased in CD; other molecules whose levels were affected in
patients were four fatty acyls (thromboxanes and leykotrienes involved in inflammatory
pathways), five glycerolipids, eleven glycerophospholipids, one organoxigen compound
and two sphingolipids, lipid species belonging to steroid metabolism and other molecules
involved in bilirubin metabolism. In celiac patients elevated levels of molecules involved in
cell signaling pathways (ceramides, diacylglycerides and lysophospholipids) were found.
Diacylglycerides play a central role in the control of neuronal communication, phagocytosis
and the control of immune responses, and as a second messenger they play an important
role in the regulation of mTOR, recently described as a key factor in maintaining a sustained
inflammatory response in CD [107].

Aside from the lipid profile, one-carbon metabolism alterations were also found by this
group [108] under a targeted plasma metabolomics study. They observed a down-regulation
of the trans-sulphuration pathway in CD patients, despite GFD, with decreased cysteine
and cystathionine, which, together with normal glutathione and vitamin B6, suggests a
specific defect at the level of the enzymes involved in antioxidant defense, oxygen sensing,
mitochondrial function, inflammation and second-messenger signaling. This finding,
moreover, could be explained by a S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine (SAH) hydrolase mutation
that causes typical symptoms of the disease, such as growth retardation, dental anomalies
or hypertransaminasemia. In contrast, other pathways involved in one-carbon metabolism
appeared to be preserved (choline metabolism, the methionine cycle and the folate cycle),
suggesting that adherence to a strict GFD could reverse certain metabolic changes in celiac
patients, making them resemble the profile of healthy subjects. This group notes that these
metabolomic changes are, however, minor, as only approximately 4% of the total plasma
metabolome analyzed was affected [106].

In a more recent study based on a targeted plasma metabolomics analysis, Girdhar
et al., 2023 [109] found increased levels of 2-methyl-3-ketovalric acid, taurodeoxycholic
acid (TDCA), glucono-D-lactone and isoburyryl-L-carnitine, as well as significantly low
oleic acid levels (anti-inflammatory metabolite) in CD progressors (compared to healthy
children matched for age, HLA genotype, breastfeeding duration and gluten exposure
duration). Other metabolic pathways were also affected in the CD progressors, such
as the pentose phosphate pathway, unsaturated fatty acid biosynthesis and glycolipid
and linoleic acid metabolism. Notably, TDCA levels were increased to twice the normal
values. TDCA, a metabolite derived from the gut microbiota, may play a role in small
intestinal inflammation and CD pathogenesis, as its administration to C57BL/6J mice by
supplementing their diet caused a distortion in crypt structure and total or partial villous
atrophy; increased CD4+ T cells, natural killer cells and Qa-1 and NKG2D expression on T
cells (two immunomodulatory proteins); and decreased regulatory T cells in intraepithelial
lymphocytes. Therefore, TDCA could be used as an early diagnosis biomarker, and more
importantly, targeted therapies to eliminate TDCA-producing bacteria (Clostridium XIVa
and Clostridium XI) early in life could be used as a strategy to decrease the CD development
risk. On the other hand, they found that the cytokine plasma profile and other metabolites
were altered in CD progressors, even before diagnosis (other recent work (Auricchio et al.,
2023 [110]) has also focused on the serum cytokine profile and proinflammatory genes
expression in infants at CD risk), and differences were also found in the gut microbiota
composition (studied in stool) (other authors have also studied microbiota and metabolome
alterations in infants at risk of CD, in stool [111,112]). In the CD progressors, before
diagnosis, they found significantly increased levels of three proinflammatory cytokines
(IFNA2, IL-1a and IL-17E/(IL25)) and a chemokine (MIP-1b/CCl4).

Another interesting aspect to be addressed is alternative biomarkers that allow the
disease to be monitored and can also be used in the evaluation of celiac patients’ relatives.
Plasma citrulline was assessed by an LC auto sampler (and in dried blood spots) by
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Lomash et al., 2021 [113], as a potential biomarker useful in the diagnosis and monitoring
of the disease, as well as in the evaluation of celiac patients’ first-degree relatives (FDRs)
(predictive value in the distinction of seronegative CD and in the progression of potential
to overt CD). This non-essential amino acid is specifically produced by proximal small
intestine enterocyte villi, so it has been proposed as a possible marker of residual intestinal
function in pathologies such as necrotizing enterocolitis in newborns, enterophaties, small
intestine transplantation or small bowel resections [114]. This work found statistically
significant differences in the median plasma citrulline levels in celiac children (20.1 µM (IQR,
13.35–29.15)) compared to controls (serology-negative FDRs) (37.33 µM (IQR, 29.8–42.6)).
They also found an inverse correlation between plasma citrulline levels and anti-tTG IgA
levels throughout the establishment of GFD and, in addition, in the different Marsh grades
at diagnosis; so, citrulline could be used as a surrogate biomarker for serology in disease
monitoring and in predicting the histopathological damage degree (it was effective in
distinguishing grades 3b and above but not in distinguishing 3a or less in celiac patients
and healthy asymptomatic FDRs). In addition, in patients with inconclusive serology and
biopsy results, the median plasma citrulline reflected mucosal damage (12.26 µM) like
in potential celiacs (median plasma citrulline levels: 23.25 µM). A brief summary of the
clinical metabolomic studies conducted on the serum and plasma of children with CD is
reviewed in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of blood metabolomics findings in the selected studies.

Study
Reference Groups (N) Age Sample Methodology Key Results

[102]

CD progressors
(30) vs. HC with
similar genetic
profiles (20)

0–8 years Serum LC-MS, MRM

Altered serum phospholipid profile, even
before gluten intake, in CD progressors:
Elevated lyso- and PC and PC-O serum levels;
Decreased PE 34:1 and PE 36:1 serum levels.

[103]

CD progressors
(23) vs. HC
matched for
HLA risk, sex,
and age (23)

0–6 years Plasma MS

Altered serum lipid profile in CD progressors:
Elevated TGs of low carbon number and
double-bond count plasma levels. Decreased
PC, cholesterol esters, endogenous TGs and
total essential TG plasma levels (these latter
after gluten intake).

[105]

CD progressors
(33) vs. HC
matched for
HLA risk (197)

4 month–
8 years Serum LC-MS/MS

No significant differences; decreased serum
phospholipids levels in CD progressors.
No influence of HLA genotype on the serum
metabolic profile.

[106] T-CD (17) vs. HC
(siblings) (17) 4–17 years Plasma LC-MS/MS

Altered plasma lipid profile in T-CD: elevated
carboxylic acids and ceramides,
diacylglycerides and lysophospholipid
plasma levels.
Other altered molecules: fatty acyls,
glycerolipids, glycerophospholipids,
organoxygen compound, sphingolipids,
steroid metabolism, molecules involved in
bilirubin metabolism.

[108] T-CD (17) vs. HC
(siblings) (17) 4–17 years Plasma LC-MS/MS

Altered one-carbon metabolism in T-CD:
Trans-sulphuration pathway down-regulation
(decreased cysteine and cystathionine plasma
levels), with glutathione and vitamin B6
normal levels.
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Table 2. Cont.

Study
Reference Groups (N) Age Sample Methodology Key Results

[109]

CD progressors
(7 (plasma
samples)) vs. HC
matched for age,
HLA genotype,
breastfeeding
duration and
gluten exposure
duration (9
(plasma
samples))

2.5–5 years Plasma,
stool

MS, GC-MS,
LC-MS, HR-MS

Altered plasma cytokine profile (and other
metabolites) in CD progressors:
Elevated IFNA2, IL-1a, IL-17E/(IL25)),
MIP-1b/CCl4, 2-Methyl-3-ketovalric acid,
TDCA, Glucono-D-lactone and
Isoburyryl-L-carnitine;
Decreased oleic acid plasma levels.

[113]
T-CD (558) vs.
HC (FDRs)
(1565)

1–18 years
(T-CD)

Plasma,
DBS LC-MS, DBS

Decreased plasma citrulline levels in T-CD.
Decreased plasma citrulline levels in HLA DQ
2.5-positive patients.
Inverse correlation between citrulline levels
and anti-tTG IgA levels.
Value of citrulline levels as predictors of
histopathological damage (Marsh 3b and
above).

CD, celiac disease; GFD, gluten-free diet; T-CD, GFD treated celiac disease subjects; HC, healthy controls; CD
progressors, children who develop CD; FDRs, first-degree relatives; MS, mass spectrometry; GC-MS, gas chro-
matography mass spectrometry; LC-MS, liquid chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry; HR-MS, high
resolution mass spectrometry; MRM, multiple-reaction monitoring; DBS, dried blood spot; PC, phosphatidyl-
cholines; PC-O, alkylacylphosphatidylcholines; PE, phosphatidylethanolamines; TGs, triacylgycerols; TDCA,
taurodeoxycholic acid; HLA, human leukocyte antigen; anti-tTG IgA, anti-tissue transglutaminase IgA.

4.2. Genetic Influence (HLA)

In the above-mentioned work [113], plasma citrulline levels were also correlated with
HLA genotype. Significantly low plasma citrulline levels were observed in subjects with
the HLA DQ 2.5 genotype with subtypes DQA1*0501 and DQB1*0201. The HLA-DQ
genotype has already been reported to influence early intestinal microbial colonization,
thus influencing the metabolome [115].

Kirchberg et al. (2016) found that the HLA genotype did not have any influence on
the serum metabolic profile in infants who were at risk for celiac disease before introducing
gluten to their diet [105].

5. Urine Metabolomic Profile

Other studies (Table 3) have also compared the urine metabolomic profile of celiac
children with healthy controls, some of them focusing on changes in the volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) profile. An example of this is Di Cagno et al., 2011 [116], who, using gas
chromatography mass spectrometry/solid-phase microextraction (GC-MS/SPME) analysis,
demonstrated that VOCs and free-amino-acid levels are altered in the urine (and stool) of
celiac children with more than 2 years of GFD, relating these imbalances to qualitative and
quantitative differences in the microbiota of celiac patients compared to healthy people.
They found that the CD group had higher dimethyl trisulfide and dimethyl disulfide
urine levels. In addition, with some exceptions, they also had higher urine hydrocarbon
levels. No differences in urine aldehyde levels were found between the two groups. These
findings were confirmed by NMR, which also found that the CD group had higher lysine,
arginine, creatine and methylamine mean levels, while carnosine, glucose, glutamine and
3-methyl-2-oxobutanoic acid were the highest in healthy children. This study emphasizes
that a GFD does not completely restore the microbiota or, consequently, the metabolome
of children with CD, and that there are possible metabolic markers of CD; furthermore,
it suggests that the addition of prebiotics and probiotics to the GFD could restore the
microbiota–microbiome balance in celiac children.
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Table 3. Summary of urine metabolomics findings in the selected studies.

Study
Reference Groups (N) Age Sample Methodology Key Results

[116] T-CD (19) vs.
HC (15)

6–12
years

Stool,
urine

GC-MS/SPME,
H-NMR

Altered VOCs and free-amino-acid levels:

- T-CD: elevated dimethyl trisulfide and
dimethyl disulfide urine levels and most
hydrocarbon levels.

Elevated lysine, arginine, creatine and methylamine
mean levels:

- HC: elevated carnosine, glucose, glutamine
and 3-methyl-2-oxobutanoic acid levels.

[117]

T-CD
Synergy 1
(11) vs. T-CD
placebo (12)

4–18
years Urine GC-MS/SPME

No significant changes in VOC urine profiles, except
for benzaldehyde concentrations (36% decrease after
12 weeks of intervention).

[118] T-CD (9) vs.
HC (9)

4–14
years Urine GC-MS/SPME

Altered VOC levels:

- Only in T-CD: 1,3-di-tert-butylbenzene in
urine.

- HC: elevated 2,3-butanedione, 2-heptanone,
dimethyl disulfide and octanal levels (and
2-butanone, hexanal and 4-heptanone).

CD, celiac disease; GFD, gluten-free diet; T-CD, GFD treated celiac disease subjects; HC, healthy controls; GC-
MS/SPME, gas chromatography mass spectrometry/solid-phase microextraction; H-NMR, hydrogen-1 nuclear
magnetic resonance; VOCs, volatile organic compounds.

In relation to this aspect, Drabinska et al., 2019 [117], studied the effect of GFD supple-
mentation with a prebiotic (oligofructose-enriched inulin) on VOC urine concentration in
celiac children and adolescents, using GC-MS/SPME analysis. This work is based on the
idea that changes in the VOC profile in biological fluids that occur in various gastrointesti-
nal diseases (studied by the recent so-called “volatolomics”) are due in part to alterations in
microbiota metabolism, especially its fermentative activity, and not so much to variations
in its composition. However, GFD supplementation with this prebiotic had no impact on
most VOC urine profiles of celiac patients; only a significant change was observed in ben-
zaldehyde concentrations, which decreased by 36% after 12 weeks of intervention, which
may be related to a decrease in Lactobacillus counts in the prebiotic-supplemented group, as
Lactobacillus produces an aminotransferase that converts phenylalanine to benzaldehyde.

Another study, also led by Drabinska [118], aimed to optimize the GC-MS/SPME
method for the detection of changes in VOC urine profiles in celiac children compared to
healthy children. Based on Variable Importance in the Projection (VIP) scores, several CD
biomarkers could be suggested: 1,3-di-tert-butylbenzene (only found in the urine of celiac
children) and other VOCs present in higher concentrations in the urine of healthy children
(2,3-butanedione, 2-heptanone, dimethyl disulfide and octanal, and, with lower VIP scores,
2-butanone, hexanal and 4-heptanone). Again, these differences could be explained by
alterations in the celiac patients’ gut microbiota, as many VOCs are fermentation products
of the microbiota. On the other hand, the VOC levels in biological fluids (blood, urine,
sweat . . . ) could be increased by the altered intestinal permeability present in many
gastrointestinal tract diseases.

6. Discussion

Metabolomics is a promising field that offers a comprehensive understanding of cell
biology, surpassing other omics sciences in its breadth. However, the current studies in the
field indicate that there is still much progress to be made. The limited number of pediatric
studies, often pilot studies, that do not consider the impact of a GFD, contribute to these
challenges.
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Looking ahead, the potential applications of metabolomics are vast. Diagnostic
biomarkers for potential celiacs, the normalization of cellular function alongside the proper
implementation of a GFD and the identification of unique disease markers hold promise
for deeper insights into CD. Many of the studies mentioned in the literature have primarily
focused on analyzing metabolite profiles at a single time point, neglecting the potential
influence of the GFD on these profiles. Moreover, there is a lack of consensus regarding the
definition of cellular normality in patients. Additionally, it remains inconclusive whether
a distinct disease footprint exists, although several studies suggest such a possibility. To
address these limitations, it is crucial to design comprehensive studies that encompass
metabolomic profiles before disease onset, during the disease with consideration of dif-
ferent treatment approaches and in relation to dietary deviations. Such studies hold the
potential to identify valuable biomarkers for effective disease management.

Moreover, to advance our understanding, it is crucial to integrate metabolomic studies
with other omics sciences, such as transcriptomics, proteomics and the study of the mi-
crobiome. Further studies are needed, as well as studies looking at lipid metabolism and
other possible biomarkers. This correlation will help unravel the genetic and epigenetic
expressions underlying the observed metabolic findings. Furthermore, the role of the GFD,
the importance of well-designed research and the correlation with other omics sciences are
key factors for comprehending the disease from a metabolomics perspective.

Most of the studies mentioned have fewer than 30 participants. By fostering increased
collaboration among these research groups and facilitating the integration of datasets and
participant pools, we can pave the way for large-scale metabolomics research endeavors
that possess the required statistical power to establish a definitive diagnostic biomarker
for celiac disease. By combining resources and expertise, we can overcome the limitations
of individual studies and achieve more robust and conclusive results. This collaborative
approach holds tremendous potential for advancing our understanding of celiac disease
and improving its diagnosis and management.

Unfortunately, while metabolomics presents exciting possibilities, there is still much
to be explored. By refining research methodologies and integrating multiple omics sciences,
we can unlock a wealth of information and advance our understanding of CD. Future
studies, including larger sample sizes and considering various biological tissues beyond
plasma, will provide valuable insights.

7. Conclusions

CD is a multifactorial entity involving genetic and environmental factors. GFD is
the only treatment currently available for CD, although solid biomarkers that allow the
adequate monitoring of the disease and treatment are still lacking. On the other hand, it
would be interesting to find biomarkers that allow the early diagnosis of the disease. In this
sense, metabolomics studies may provide answers to the knowledge gaps that exist in CD
and other multifactorial disorders, requiring further research in the pediatric age group.
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